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New options & Improvements
Advance Design 2019 introduces a number of new features and improvements, summarized in the chapters
below.

FEM calculations – Update of CM2 FEM Engine
In short - main features/benefits:

▪

Faster calculations - supports using multiple processor cores during FEM calculations.

Advance Design 2019 includes an updated version of the FEM (Finite Element Method) solver.
Most of the changes contained in this update will allow various options for further develop. Starting from the
current version of Advance Design, the new solver allows faster calculations due to the fact that it supports multicore processors during FEM analysis.
The computing time reduction depends on many factors and may be different for the calculated model and
analysis types. The total calculation time may decrease considerably.

Note:

The total calculation time includes many components such as the time necessary to prepare the model (including
meshing), the time of the FEM calculation itself and the time associated with saving the results for individual elements
of the model. The computer resources have also a big impact on the calculation time, including the processor itself
(considering cores number and clock speed influence), the operating memory amount and the hard disk type and
speed.

Steel design – 2nd order analysis with lateral torsional buckling of beams with
imperfections
In short - main features/benefits:

▪
▪

Advanced calculation method - 2nd order analysis of lateral torsional buckling with warping;
Design members with a broader variety of cross-sections.

Starting with Advance Design 2019 version, a new solver is available to assess member stability.
This enhanced solver will perform a thorough analysis of individual members during the steel design sequence,
considering:
• The imperfections by introducing a scaled eigenmode as initial deformation;
• The torsional warping effects by considering a 7th degree-of-freedom;
• The eccentricity of the loads by taking into account the application point on the cross-section;
• The boundary conditions and lateral restraints by introducing centric or eccentric nodal and
continuous springs along the member;
• The effects of the deformed geometry by performing a second-order analysis.
This new design rule can safely be applied to a broad span of cross-section types, especially those prone to large
warping stresses, such as open sections (I shapes, channels…).
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Definition of the problem
The Eurocode 3 provides little to no information when it comes to considering warping in steel member design.
Warping is a deformation that occurs under uniform torsion, while twisting can cause cross-sections to no longer
remain plane.

Plan view of an I section beam subjected to torsion
(source: Design of steel beams in torsion – SCI Publication P385)

Not all geometries are equally affected by warping: the effect can usually be neglected on solid sections or
closed hollow sections, as stated in §6.2.7(7) from EN1993-1-1.

However, warping will have a much more significant effect on open cross sections such as I or H or channels,
which are prone to larger angles of twist with their flanges rotating in opposite directions and even buckling.

Warping of an I section

Therefore, for sections such as I profiles or channels, warping produced by twisting moments cannot be
neglected.
Of course, not all I sections are subjected to twisting moments, as it is common practice to avoid twisting
moments on open sections whenever possible.
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Therefore, I shapes usually remain centrically loaded (the load is in line with the shear center of the cross section).
This way, the twisting moments and the resulting warping deformations are avoided and member stability can
be assessed with the design rules largely provided by Eurocode 3.

Centrically loaded I sections are not prone to warping

However, other open sections, such as channels, will experience warping due to their geometry.
Indeed, the shear center position outside the cross-section makes it impossible for the load to pass through the
shear center.

Channels are prone to warping due to the shear center position

The eccentrically applied loads will cause torsion.
Rotation and warping of the cross section will ensue and the effects will even be larger in a 2 nd order analysis,
as buckling of the flanges can be observed.

Benefits from the method
The analysis performed by the new Advanced stability feature from Advance Design 2019 will free the users
from the restraints associated with Eurocode 3, which widely covers double symmetric sections but provides no
design method for mono symmetric eccentrically loaded or even asymmetric cross sections.
7
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The method conforms to the requirements from EN1993-1-1 (§5.2.2(7) a)), as:

▪
▪
▪

Imperfections are introduced by scaling of the dominant eigenmode, acting as initial deformation;
Warping deformation is taken into account as a 7th degree-of-freedom;
A 2nd order analysis is performed, ensuring the effects of the deformed geometry likely to increase
action effects are considered;

▪

Cross-section design is performed considering the γM1 safety coefficient.

Application
This new design method is suitable for a large selection of geometries, including:

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Double symmetric cross-sections;
Mono symmetric cross-sections;
Asymmetric cross-sections;
Variable cross-sections (tapered members, haunches);
Thin-walled sections (Parametric sections, part of Astor Profiles sections).

Limitations:

▪
▪
▪

No solid sections;
No user defined sections;
No compound sections (like 2L).

The method Workflow
The new solver creates an equivalent member, for each structural element to be analyzed, based on the
information it receives from Advance Design:

▪
▪
▪

Geometry;
Force and displacement diagrams;
Boundary conditions;

The geometry of the member (cross-section, material, length, etc.) is automatically imported from the global
model.
The internal forces and displacements diagrams are converted into an equivalent loading sketch, with punctual
and distributed loads.
The boundary conditions and restraints are turned into appropriate supports and springs.
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A modal analysis is then performed to determine the dominant eigenmode corresponding to the critical failure
mode.

The eigenvector is then scaled with a specified factor (e.g. L/800) and is applied as an initial imperfection to the
structural element.
A 2nd order analysis is then carried out to compute:

▪

7 displacements and rotations (Tx, Ty, Tz, Rx, Ry, Rz, Rw) per node

Where:
Tx, Ty and Tz are the displacements along the local x, y and z axes respectively.
Rx, Ry and Rz are the rotations about the local x, y and z axis respectively.
Rw is the warping.

▪

and 7 forces and moments (Nx, Vy, Vz, Mx, My, Mz, Mw) per node

9
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Where:
Nx is the normal force;
Vy and Vz are the shear forces in the local y and z directions respectively;
Mx is the torsional moment. It includes the 1 st order torsional moment (Mxp) as well as the 2nd
order torsional moment (Mxs);
My and Mz are the bending moments about the local y and z axes respectively;
Mw is the warping moment.

Based on these results, cross-section design is performed by computing:
▪ Normal stress σx: is based on the normal force Nx, the bending moments My and Mz as well as the
warping moment Mw

▪

Shear stress τ is based on shear forces Vy and Vz as well as torsional moment Mx (Mx = Mxp + Mxs)

▪

Von Mises stress σVM is based on normal stress and shear stress

VM   x2  3 2
The obtained values are then compared to the limit stresses:

x 

Note:
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γM1 is the partial factor for resistance of members to instability assessed by member checks, in line with
Eurocode 3 (§6.1 from EN1993-1-1). Recommended value is 1.00 but can differ depending on the local
appendix.
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Activation in Advance Design 2019
The Advanced stability parameters can be found in the Steelwork Design section of steel members’ property
sheet.

(1) Checking the 2nd order with warping and imperfections box will perform the analysis of the selected
members during the steel calculation sequence.
(2) The 2nd order analysis is an iterative process and thus, the user can set the maximum number of
iterations.
(3) The Stability – 2nd order parameters will give acces to a dialog where the user can define the various
parameters to consider during the analysis of the selected members.

The definition dialog will show 4 tabs:

▪
▪
▪
▪

Nodal springs;
Bedding;
Imperfections EC3;
Loads offset.

11
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Nodal springs
Although the Advanced stability feature considers the individual member, the intersections with the other
elements are, of course, taken into account.
In fact, the intersections are turned into nodal springs.

The selected member has an intersection with other elements at x = 0.00m and x = 10.00m

The Auto-detect spans button enables the users to see the intersections and to alter the behavior of the
corresponding springs.
The users can also add or delete nodal springs from the grid with the Add and Delete buttons or reset the grid
with the Reset button.
When activated, the ‘Stiffness auto correction’ button will introduce a small elastic stiffness for the degrees of
freedom set on ‘Auto’ status. This will help the solver in case the stiffness of a given DOF cannot be automatically
computed due to small forces and/or large displacements.
For each nodal spring, the user can set the status for each of the seven DOF.
Tx, Ty and Tz are the displacements along the x, y and z axis respectively.
Rx, Ry and Rz are the rotations about the x, y and z axis respectively.
Rw is the warping.

Available statuses are:

▪
12
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▪

Fixed: disables the release for the considered degree-of-freedom (this translates into a very high
stiffness);

▪

Auto: lets Advance Design automatically determine whether the degree-of-freedom is free or treated as
an elastic release (the stiffness of which is automatically computed by Advance Design for each
combination);

▪

Elastic: defines an elastic release for the considered degree-of-freedom (stiffness imposed by user).

When set on Auto, Advance Design is able to compute the appropriate stiffness of the release as
Force/Displacement, resulting in a stiffness value for each combination.
Example:
If ‘Tx’ is set on ‘Auto’, and assuming:
Fx (axial force at given node for the considered combination) = 14.4311 kN
Dx (displacement along x at given node for the considered combination) = 0.00975 cm
then the corresponding stiffness k Tx = Fx/Dx = 14.4311 / (0.00975 x 10e-2) = 14.80 kN/m for the considered
combination.

Warning: the ‘Auto’ status means that the ‘Advanced stability’ feature will attempt to re-create the boundary
conditions based on the Forces and Displacements diagrams from the global model.
This can be challenging in some cases as the automatic determination has its own limitations.
For example, zero forces on a given node can either mean

▪
▪

The degree-of-freedom (DOF) is free;
The DOF is fixed, but no force was acting in the given direction.

Therefore, we would advise the users to manually set the free DOF’s on ‘Free’ whenever possible as the
‘Advanced stability’ feature is not able to import the boundary conditions defined on the member in the global
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model. The ‘Advanced stability’ feature can only deduce the boundary conditions form the Forces and
Displacements diagrams imported from the global model.
We would also advise the users to make sure the member does not feature a free ‘Rx’ DOF on both ends, as this
could lead to a numerical instability if no other intermediate nodal spring exists.
Setting the ‘Rx’ DOF on ‘Fixed’ or simply activating the ‘Stiffness auto-correction’ button can be a solution when
the ‘Auto’ detection method fails.

The Position property enables the user to define an eccentric spring.
Eccentricity is meant in the z direction (Upper fiber, Neutral, Bottom fiber or User value).

Bedding
The Bedding tab enables the user to define continuous sprins along the member, in case of steel sheets acting
as restraint, for example.
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Imperfections EC3
The Imperfections EC3 tab lets the users specify the imperfections. The imperfections are introduced as initial
deformations.
Their shape is given by the dominant eigenmode (eigenmode with smallest eigenvalue).
Their magnitude is given by scaling the eigenmode with the Scale factor user-parameter.

Default is set to L/900.
This value may seem lower than the usual amplitude of the geometrical imperfections given by Eurocode 3 (§5.3.2
from EN1993-1-1) because residual stresses are taken into account.
Anyway, being a user-parameter, this value can be changed, depending on the member loading state.

▪

Sway effects;
15
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▪

Bow effects.

Sway and bow effects (§5.3.2 from EN1993-1-1)

The users can also use the suitable reduction factor.
Indeed, according to §5.3.4 from EN1993-1-1, a 0.5 reduction factor is allowed for members in pure bending if
the dominant eigenmode is governing for the lateral-torsional buckling effects.

However, the use of this reduction factor is usually restricted to member in pure bending, with second order
effects, warping of the cross-section, eccentricity of the load from shear center and lateral restraint conditions
properly taken into account (see clause 5.3.4(3) from EN1993-1-1 – French NA for example).
The Included in initial deformation option has little impact on the Advanced stability feature itself.
It is only meant to disable or not the Local bow imperfections… option from the member’s property sheet.

Included in initial deformation option checked:
▪ means the Scaling factor imposed by the user also covers the geometrical imperfections (e.g. local bow
effects);

▪
▪

16

a larger Scale factor value is usually assumed (e.g. ‘L/250’);
the Local bow imperfections property will be disabled and greyed out in the element property sheet to
ensure no additional loads are generated on the global model.
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‘Included in initial deformation’ option checked: no need to simulate the bow imperfections with equivalent forces

Included in initial deformation option unchecked:
▪ means the initial deformation (based on the scaled eigenmode) does not cover the geometrical
imperfections (e.g. local bow effects);
▪ suggests the geometric imperfections (e.g. local bow effects) are already taken into account in the global
model;
▪ a smaller Scale factor value is usually assumed (e.g. ‘L/900’);
▪ the user should not forget to activate the Local bow imperfections… option in the property sheet of the
element, if he expects Advance Design to introduce them as equivalent forces on the global model.

‘Included in initial deformation’ option unchecked: the user has the ability to activate the geometric imperfections in the property sheet

In other words, if the geometric imperfections are already introduced in the global model via equivalent
forces, then a smaller Scale factor value can be assumed (e.g.’L/900’), as residual stresses are explicitely taken
into account (and the Included in initial deformation option can be left unchecked).
17
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Geometric imperfections taken in to account on the global model allows for a smaller scale factor (e.g. ‘L/900’)

However, introducing the geometric imperfections on the global model via equivalent forces and imposing a
large Scale factor (e.g. ‘L/150) for the eigenmode-based initial deformation would seem excessively
conservative.

Geometric imperfections taken in to account and a large ‘Scale factor’ (e.G. ‘L/150) seems overly conservative

The Parabolic variation part of the dialog gives the ability to ascertain a user-defined deformation as direct
imperfection.
The Scale factor parameter is then greyed out, as the values introduced by the user are already in displacement
units (e.g. centimeters).
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Loads offset
The Loads offset tab lets the user define the eccentricity of the loads.

This parameter is crucial as

▪
▪

loads applied away from the shear centre tend to have a stabilizing effect;
whereas loads applied towards the shear centre usually have a destabilizing effect.

Load applied towards the shear centre: Destabilizing effect

Load applied away from the whear centre: Stabilizing effect
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Post processing
Shape sheet
After calculation, the Advanced stability results are available in the shape sheet, in the Cross sections strength
tab.

Note:

The Element stability tab is disabled, as it is now irrelevant: the verifications are carried out with the
forces resulting from the 2nd order analysis, in which the imperfections were already introduced.
Member stability according to §6.3 is no longer necessary, as stated in §5.2.2(7)a) from EN1993-1-1.

▪

Normal stress σx is based on normal force Nx, bending moments My and Mz as well as warping moment
Mw

▪

Shear stress τ is based on shear forces Vy and Vz as well as torsional moment Mx (Mx = Mxp + Mxs)

▪

Von Mises stress σVM is based on normal stress and shear stress

VM   x2  3 2
The obtained values are then compared to the limit stresses:
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The ‘Critical Load factor’ results show the domiant eigenvalue (αcr).
αcr > 1.00 ensures the element is numerically stable.
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The critical load factor also leads the critical axial force (Ncr) and the critical bending moment (Mcr) by
magnification of the 1st order forces.
These results are also available in the detailed shape sheet:

Steel design results toolbar
A new ‘Advanced stability’ entry is now available in the steel design results in order to display:

▪
▪
▪

Work ratio – Normal stress σ,x;
Work ratio – Shear stress τ;
Work ratio – Von Mises stress σ,vm.

Result curves
Two new entries on the dialog of Result curves give the possibility to display:

▪
▪

The 2nd order forces and rotations diagrams (Fx, Fy, Fz, Mx, My, Mz, Mw)
The 2nd order displacements and rotations (Dx, Dy, Dz, Rx, Ry, Rz, Rw)
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2nd order forces

2nd order displacements

Conclusion
With this new tool, Advance Design 2019 enables the verification of any cross-sections shape, even mono
symmetric or asymmetric shapes which are widely used in building practice but are not covered by code rules.
The results obtained through this method have proven to be on the safe side, without being unnecessarily
conservative.
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Possibility to define links between DoF’s on the descriptive model
In short - main features/benefits:

▪
▪

Easy modeling - allows defining links between degrees of freedom on the descriptive model
Better control - links are not lost during the regeneration of the computational model

Advance Design 2019 introduces a new method for defining the links between degrees of freedom, already at the
stage of preparing a descriptive model. A great advantage of this solution is that it keeps this definition when
creating and modifying the calculation model.
This applies to three types of links available on Advance Design:
▪ DOF constraint (master-slave connection; a rigid connection between a node defined as master and
other nodes defined as slave);

▪
▪

Elastic link (elastic connections between two nodes);
DOF restraint (restraints to block the translation and/or rotation degrees of freedom on the desired
directions on one node).

To access the connection definitions, use the icons in the Objects ribbon.

During the definition of links by graphical indication of points, one can select any point in the 3D space. All
indicated points are transferred to the analytical model as strong points to define the mesh. Note that only the
points defined on linear or planar elements are considered to define the mesh. If the selected point is not on a
linear or planar element, it is ignored during the finite element mesh generation.
The defined links are shown in the model structure on the Pilot:
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All links defined on the descriptive model are automatically available on the analytical model.

Master-slave connection (between the top of column and ends of beams) defined on the descriptive model
and its effect on the calculation model.
The definition of links on the analytical model is still available. However, be aware that links defined on the
analytical model are not saved to the descriptive model.
However, it is necessary to consider the different behavior of the links for these models:

▪

Links defined on the descriptive model:
o definition by graphic indication of points;
o links are not modified when recreating the analytical model;
o links can be copied/moved.

▪

Links defined on the analytical model:
o definition by graphic indication of points or on selection of exiting nodes;
o links are available only on the analytical model (are not saved to the descriptive model);
o links defined by selection of exiting nodes are deleted during re-meshing;
o links defined by graphic indication of points are kept during re-meshing;
o links cannot be copied/moved.

Synchronization for buckling lengths of RC columns to BIM Designers Column
In short - main features/benefits:

▪
▪

Better control – buckling data can be defined once (on the master Advance Design model)
More accurate results - buckling lengths can be calculated automatically (based on the model)

One of the basic data used for the dimensional calculation of reinforced concrete column are the buckling lengths.
On Advance Design, buckling lengths can be imposed manually or, more convenient, calculated automatically
with the theoretical reinforcement for columns.
But, so far, after exporting the data of the column to the BIM Designers RC Column module, buckling lengths
were determined by BIM Designers using one of the available methods – the simplest, by selecting typical buckling
schemas.
With Advance Design 2019 it is now possible to automatically transfer the buckling length values from Advance
Design to BIM Designers. This makes the calculation process easier and more accurate. Thanks to this, buckling
lengths can be defined only once, on the master Advance Design model. Moreover, the buckling lengths
determined in Advance Design can be calculated automatically based on the column geometry and the members
connections, which makes the results even more accurate.
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Buckling lengths of RC
column calculated in
Advance Design

Buckling lengths for the
same column exported to
BIM Designers

On Advance Design, buckling lengths can be imposed manually at any stage when creating model. However, the
automatic determination of the buckling length values is done during the theoretical reinforcement calculations.
The settings for determining buckling lengths for columns can be found in the Buckling window, which is available
from the properties of concrete elements or from the design template.
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New types of steel connections
In short - main features/benefits:

▪
▪

More modeling capabilities - thanks to the increased number of available connections;
Easier model management - thanks to the possibility of managing and grouping new connections.

Advance Design 2019 offers two new types of steel connections:

▪

26
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In this connection to the web of the main beam, two separate secondary beams are connected
simultaneously on both sides by means of clip angles. As this is a pinned joint, both secondary beams
should have releases at the end connected to the main beam.

▪

Column to two secondary beams – pinned connection with clip angles

In this connection to the web of the column, two separate secondary beams are connected,
simultaneously on both sides of it by using clip angles. As this is a pinned joint, both secondary beams
should have defined releases at the end connected to the column.

Both new connections are available in the Connection ribbon on the Object tab.

▪
▪
▪

“Generic” steel connection type:
Allows to define a joint object for any kind of shapes and geometry of steel linear elements
Available for export (via GTC) and design, at the moment, exclusively on an external software - ADC
Available through text menu at: /Generate/Connection/Generic joint, and on the Objects panel.
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New links for steel connections with BIM Designers Steel Connections
In short - main features/benefits:

▪
▪

More possibilities - four new types of supported connections;
Faster work - all data is transferred automatically by newly operated links.

Advance Design 2019 has been enhanced with four new links for steel connections to the BIM Designers Steel
connection module. Thanks to this, it is possible to export data related to geometry and loads for the following
joints:

28

▪

Splice

▪

Column under continuous beam – fixed connection (Gable wall end plate)
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▪

Beam to two secondary beams – pinned connection with clip angles

▪

Column to two secondary beams – pinned connection with clip angles

In Advance Design, there are two methods of data transfer for the calculation of steel connections available:
▪ by direct opening with built-in BIM Designers module (using Design tab on the Pilot or by selecting a
connection on the model and using the command from the contextual menu);
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▪

by exporting to external applications – to BIM Designers Steel Connection or to Advance Design Steel
Connection (using the relevant command from contextual menu).

Shape optimization of steel elements according to deflection
In short - main features/benefits:

▪
▪

Greater capacity - possibility to select the optimal steel profiles considering deflection;
Easier results checking - thanks to the possibility of presenting a ratio for deflection during shape
optimization.

Starting with the version 2019 of Advance Design, the shape optimization calculation for steel elements can be
performed considering the condition of maximum deflection. Then, new cross-sections are searched if the
deflection ratio is greater than the set limit (default 100%).
Thanks to this new option it is possible to optimize steel elements while using many criteria at the same time, i.e.
search for profiles that must meet conditions for maximum load capacity and for maximum deflection (both the
strength/stability work ratio and the deflection work ratio must be within the established limits).
This new option is especially useful for design steel structural elements that exceed the maximum deflection while
maintaining the load capacity.
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Activation / shape optimization settings
Advance Design performs an optimization of the steel elements, according to the settings made in the Steel design
assumptions dialog. On the Optimization tab are defined the settings for the shape optimization tool. Under the
Find new section area a new option is available, to activate deflection criterion and to set the maximum to
allowable deflection ratio considered for the cross-section optimization.

Once the steel calculation is completed, the strength/stability and deflection work ratios of steel elements are
compared with the specified criterion, and other cross sections are suggested, that would correspond to the
imposed conditions.
The results of the steel elements optimization are displayed on the Suggested shapes dialog box. Starting with
Advance Design 2019 version, a new column ‘Deflection work ratio’ is available on this dialog, displaying the ratio
of maximum deflection / allowable deflection. If this ratio is higher than the set limit (100% by default), the
deflection conditions is not fulfilled and ratio is displayed in red. For such cases, if the deflection criterion is
activated, other cross section is suggested.

Note that depending on the settings on the Sorting profiles tab (available on the Steel design assumptions dialog),
there is a different behavior during displaying results on the Suggested shapes dialog.
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If the Deflection work ratio is selected, then new profiles are suggested only if the deflection ratio is exceeded:

If the Work ratio criterion is selected, then new profiles are suggested only if the work ratio is exceeded:

If the Envelope criterion is selected, then new profiles are suggested for both cases, if the deflection or work
ratio is exceeded:

Note:

If on the property list of a steel element the deflection verification is deactivated, then it is not possible to consider the
element’s deflection work ratio during the shape optimization. For such elements ‘N/A’ (Not available) is visible on
the Deflection ratio column on the Suggested shape dialog in this case.

Improvements to tables with results of steel design, available on Report generator
In short - main features/benefits:

▪
▪

More efficient steel design – thanks to easier access to required results
More control - greater adaptability of reports and greater possibilities for customizing reports

To make the design of steel structures more efficient, the Advance Design 2019 introduces several
improvements to the tables with steel design related results. These changes intend to increase the designer's
control over the type and content of reports for steel calculation results.
Scope of changes:

▪
▪

enable the generation of tables separate for each system or each design template;
enable the generation of tables with the different grouping criterion (for example by section or by
system);

▪
▪

possibility to show names of element, of systems, of design templates or load cases;
add new or remove unhelpful columns.

New options for adjusting the table contents are available in the table parameters window.
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Note:

To access properties of a table:
1. Open the Report generator window
2. Select a table available under the Steel Analysis / Results on the Table tab
3. Add this table to the report's content and select it in the left panel
4. Click Table properties button. The table properties dialog box appears.

The range of changes is different for individual tables. Below you will find a description of the changes, together
with information about which tables the changes refer to.
Creation type
This selection allows generating tables with different grouping criterion:
o by element;
o by design template;
o by system;
o by mesh;
o by name;
o by section.
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This selection was available for some result tables, and in this version, it is also available for report tables:
o Deflections verification;
o Buckling and lateral-torsional buckling lengths;
o η1-η2 coefficient details;
o Ka-Kb coefficient details (available for CM66).
Separate table for each system / design template
To give the possibility to generate separate tables showing the maximum value for each design template or each
system, two new options are available:

▪
▪

Separate table for each design template (available if the Criterion type is set to By Design template)
Separate table for each system (available if the Criterion type is set to By System)

After their activation, instead of one common table, tables are generated separately for each system or each
design template. If the tables are generated only for selected systems, the selection can be made from the
following list of systems / design templates.
These new options are available for tables:
o Envelopes and shapes optimization;
o Maximum deflections;
o Maximum work ratio;
o Fire resistance.
The possibility to show additional columns
To give the possibility to generate a table with additional columns containing the names of items, four new options
are added:

▪
▪
▪
▪

Show element name - adds a column showing the name of the linear element;
Show system name - adds a column showing the name of the containing system;
Show design template name - adds a column showing the name of the elements design template;
Show case name - adds a column showing the name of the load case or combination.

New options for showing columns with names are active if the creation type is set to By Design Template or By
System.
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The new display options for columns with names depends also on the table type.
• 4 options are available for tables:
o Deflections verification;
o Maximum deflections;
o Maximum work ratio;
o Fire resistance.
• 5 options (without the load case name) are available for tables:
o Buckling and lateral-torsional buckling lengths;
o Envelopes and shapes optimization;
o η coefficient details by node;
o η1-η2 coefficient details;
o Ka-Kb coefficient details (for CM66).

Changes to the content of tables (new/deleted columns)
At the users request, changes were made to the content of some tables with steel design results, mainly by adding
new columns or deleting columns with less useful information.
Table: Deflections verification
o New column Mesh-point, showing the point at which the deflection was determined
o New column Direction, showing the direction of deflection
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Table: Buckling and lateral-torsional buckling lengths
o Two columns with slenderness are removed

Table: Envelopes and shapes optimization
o New column Deflection ratio, showing the maximum ratio for deflection verification
o Three columns Suggested cross section, Suggested ratio, Case are removed

Table: Maximum deflections
o New column Length, showing the length of an element
o New column Criterion, showing the criterion used (1st or 2nd)
o Two columns Lf and Ld are removed
o Dividing into separate columns the values for Deflection ratio and Deflection value

Table: Maximum work ratio
o New columns Xy and Xz, showing the buckling coefficients
o New column XLT, showing the lateral-torsional buckling coefficient
o New columns Work ratio for axial force N, bending My and bending Mz
o Two columns Lf and Ld are removed
o Divide into separate rows the ratios and buckling coefficients for verification using equations 6.61
and 6.62
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Improvements to BIM Designers Reinforcement modules
In short - main features/benefits:

▪
▪
▪

More possibilities for RC design thanks to set of new options to BD RC modules
Easier calculation due to multiple improvements to BD RC modules
Easier generation of documentation thanks to improvements in reporting and drawings

The Advance 2019 package includes a new version of BIM Designers RC modules that can be used as built-in
design modules on Advance Design. The detailed list of all new options and improvements to the BIM Designers
2019 is available on the separate ‘What’s new’ document. Below you can find basic information on only a few
selected topics, especially those related to the using of BIM Designers RC modules on Advance Design.

▪

Highlighting each bar repartition/layer/package while it is being edited for RC beams
o allows easy identification of the reinforcement during editing using dialog boxes

▪

Additional geometrical criteria for automatic shape sizing of RC footings
o allows to define restrictions on the maximum offset in selected direction (to keep the distance,
e.g. from the neighboring building)
o allows to find footing size with fixed widths ratio

▪

Partial coefficient for SLS bearing resistance of RC footings available to edit
o allows to modify the partial coefficient used for bearing resistance verification for SLS load
combinations

▪

Manual defined buckling lengths for RC columns
o allows to impose buckling lengths and to import from Advance Design already calculated values
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▪

Ability to import/export loads values from/to Excel for RC columns and footings
o allows to export defined loads to Excel spreadsheet
o allows for quick import of loads from external source/software by using Excel spreadsheet

▪

Ability to import/export load combinations from/to Excel
o allows to export definition of load combinations to Excel spreadsheet
o allows for quick import of new or modified load combinations using Excel spreadsheet

▪

Possibility to set different colors for each bar family
o Allows easy identification of defined reinforcement family on viewers
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Improvements to BIM Designers Steel Connection and Structure Designer modules
In short - main features/benefits:

▪
▪

More possibilities - thanks to the possibility of calculating new connections
Better control – thanks to new design options

The detailed list of new options and improvements introduced together with the release of the BIM Designers
2019 is available on the separated document. Below you can find only basic information about some new options,
especially if they are related to the using the BIM Designers Steel Connection and BIM Designers Structure
Designer modules on Advance Design.

BIM Designers Steel Connection

▪

New connection type - Gable wall end plate
It is a fixed end plate connection of the column under the continuous beam. Supports many types of
stiffeners, both on the beam and on the column.

▪

New connection type - Splice
Splice is a fixed connection that allows connecting two collinear elements (beam-beam or columncolumn) using plates defined on flanges and on webs. Enables various bolt or weld connection
configurations for plates defined on one or both sides of the web and/or flanges.

▪

Partial safety factors are now available to be easy edited through the Design Assumptions.
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▪

Increase the range of calculations - Considering eccentricity loads for the design block tearing.

BIM Designers Structure Designer

▪

▪
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New options for tapered beam:
o Easy definition of number of segments;
o Definition of geometry of each segment in a tabular form;
o Possibility to fix the length of selected segments;
o Separate definition of geometry for top and bottom flange;
o Possibility to define special geometry (like elongation) for bottom and top flange.
Possibility to save tapered beam configurations in a library;

What's New in Advance Design 2019
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Miscellaneous improvements & corrections
Advance Design 2019 brings many improvements and corrections. Below you can find a brief description of
selected:
Improvements:
▪ Improvements on the dialog for selecting profile cross sections from the database (#18196).
Thanks to a bigger window and increased size of the list of available profile types, it is easier and
faster to find the needed sections.
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▪

Improvements to the climatic generator according to Eurocode:
The new version of Advance Design includes a set of small improvements to the climatic load
generator according to Eurocode, allowing you to get results for different specific cases of building
geometry:
o snow - considering the limit for the w coefficient according to article 5.3.6(1) from EN 1991-1-3
(for snow accumulation) (#18217, #18252);
o snow - improvements in detecting a geometry of multiple roofs (#17612, #18060);
o wind – changes on considering the height of a building used for calculation of the external
pressure coefficient; If the building is positioned/moved at a higher level than 0.0 m, the
external pressure coefficient is calculated for the real height, while the internal pressure
coefficient is calculated for the internal build height. (#14182).

▪

Additional columns with results on the Punching verification table (#18258)
In the table with results for punching verification (for reports), three new columns are added:
o Ed,0 – the maximum punching shear stress at the perimeter of the loaded area;
o Rdmax – the maximum punching shear resistance along the control section considered;
o Ed,0 < Rdmax – the shear check at the perimeter of the loaded area.
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▪

New default selections of load cases for Envelopes of envelopes tables
By default, these tables have now selected:
o ULS combinations, for forces and stresses tables
o SLS combinations and simple cases, for displacement tables.

▪

New units are available for the Temperature (Fahrenheit degrees, Kelvin degrees) and for the Energy
(Foot-pound) (#16071) (#17403)

▪

Improvement to the export of efforts to the Graitec BIM (GTCX) file format
The GTCX file format exported by Advance Design now include forces coming from linear and nonlinear load combinations and load case. Thanks to this it is possible to import all kind of internal forces
to ADC (Advance design Connection) by using the GTCX file. (#18082)

▪

Material partial factor available on the Concrete design assumptions (#18210)
Partial factors for materials (γc for concrete, γs for steel) for ultimate limit states are available to edit on
the Concrete design assumption dialog for Eurocode. Default values defined are according to the table
2.1N from the EN 1992-1-1 and appropriate National Annexes. Values can be given independently for
the following limit states:
o ULS – for ULS persistent & transient design situations
o AULS – for ULS accidental design situations
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o

EULS – for ULS seismic design situations

In addition, the same factors are displayed under the Calculation assumptions table for a
reinforcement analysis, available on the Report generator.
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▪

Additional information in the warning when trying to delete objects in the FEM mode.
In such cases, a message appears:

▪

Default mesh for membrane elements is automatically set to triangulation.
A membrane is a planar element without in plane translation rigidities. As such objects required meshing
with using the Triangulation type, it is set automatically when the planar element type is changed to a
membrane.
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▪

Start page for Slovakia localization now include samples and videos:

▪

On the Result curves window, an additional info about the ID of the selected section cut is displayed,
and if the results are smoothed or not (#18360);

▪

New shortcut to access to Report generator dialog: Ctrl+Shift+R (#18014);

▪

New default equivalent diameters for crack calculation (#15707):
The default diameters used as equivalent diameters for crack calculation according to EN 1992-1-1
(7.12) have now different default values depending on the type of element (linear or planar) and
separately for top and bottom reinforcement:
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o
o
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Planar elements: 10mm at bottom and 8mm at top
Linear elements: 12mm at bottom and 8mm at top

▪

Traffic loads - now it is possible to modify the Ψ0, Ψ1 and Ψ2 coefficients for generated UDL cases and
envelopes for TS load cases (#18066)

▪

Improvements to the report with EC3 local bow imperfections forces table (#17870)
Thanks to these changes, the table is now more compact and contains information about all equivalent
forces for one column on one line:
o new columns with the Point force (separately for y and z directions)
o linear forces for y and z directions on one row for each column

▪

For selected Polish National Annex to the EC5 (timber design), the unused property for linear timber
elements ‘Humidity percentage’ is not available anymore. (#17664)

▪

Possibility to assign the duration time type for the live load case (useful for defining the timber design
combination duration type) (#18204)
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▪

Improvements and corrections to steel connections and to exporting data to BIM Designers Steel
Connection:
o Update of steel sections for Canada and US – contains updated family sections, according to the
latest standards, for the following countries: US (AISC 14.1), Canada (CISC Shapes);
o Members defined with I asymmetric sections can be used to steel connection definition and may
be exported to BIM Designers Steel Connection (#18186)

o

Members defined as unequal L sections can be used as diagonals for gusset joint and may be
exported to BIM Designers Steel Connection (#17942)

o

During the definition of the gusset plate connection all diagonals are verified if are released on
ends. If not – a warning message is displayed with the question about automatically adding
releases on such diagonals during creation of the joint. (#17712)

o

Considering the eccentricity of linear elements when transferring the geometry of clip angle
connection to BIM Designers Steel connection. (#17771)
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Corrections:
▪ Correction of a problem with exporting to BIM Designers asymmetrical T sections as rectangular
(#18306).
▪ Correction of a problem with the lack of assignment the status of the local bow imperfection parameter
to the element properties when was set on the design template (#17896)
▪ Correction of a problem with not saving the path to the last selected section from the Graitec profiles
library (closing the Cross-section libraries dialog caused the reset of the path and adding the next section
required as re-search of the list) (#18330)
▪ Correction for the calculation of section parameters for double I sections if selected from Graitec Profiles
section database. (#18215)
▪ Correction of a problem with the lack of generation of report documents with included custom tables
(#18240)
▪ Correction of a problem of generating empty verification Report table for the specific selected Steel deck
diaphragm (#17898)
▪ Correction of a problem with the lack of displaying on BIM Designers Steel connection module running
on Advance Design, beam stiffeners defined on the BIM Designers template (on APEX and MEP
connections). (#18167)
▪ Correction of a problem with the unit for forces on the description of climatic loads table (for snow) that
were fixed to kN without considering a unit selection made by the user (#16771)
▪ Correction of the shape of interaction curve for ACI (to show limit value for axial load on curve Fx/My).
(#18219)
▪ Correction of a problem with displaying incorrect maps for bending moments on planar elements for
dynamic temporal load cases (like harmonic load). (#18324)

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
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Correction of a set of problems related to climatic generator according to Eurocode.
Correction of a problem with the sign of bending moments when exported as envelopes for clip angle
joints to BIM Designers Steel connection (#18333)
Correction of a problem with the number of diagonals for gusset connection exported to BIM Designers
Steel connection if assigned template. Currently exported are all diagonals, regardless of their number
set in the template. (#18221)
Correction of a problem with the lack of generation of clip angle connections if the orientation of the
horizontal member was set to 180 or -180deg. (#18099)
Correction of problems (occurring in specific cases) with wrong sign of torsos for linear supports
(#18267) and for the group of walls (occurs when walls had different local axis directions) (#18278)
(#18284) (#18400) (#18402)
Correction of the problem with wrong Mx moment value on torsor per level. (#18283)

